
 

Writing Dialogue for Games 
 

Required Text(s):  

All readings are provided. Games can be accessed via online play-throughs or must be 
purchased separately. 

Course Description and Objectives 

There are numerous aspects to a game’s dialogue that can make it complementary to gameplay 
– or completely ruin the gamer’s experience.  Understanding what makes good dialogue is the 
first step in crafting effective speech in a game.  Although games are an interactive medium 
that relies mainly on gameplay and supported by visuals, audio – dialogue specifically – can 
connect a gamer on a personal level, when done right.   

This course explores a variety of dialogue examples and provide students the opportunity to 
work with scenarios featuring the numerous types of dialogue found in games and other 
mediums.  Throughout the course students will study key scenarios from select video games, 
this can be done by playing the games themselves or viewing clips online (multiple titles will be 
suggested to make it easier for students to access games). 

Students will be tasked throughout the course to write banks of dialogue, script a conversation 
scene, create new character bios and craft a series of game moments where dialogue and 
gameplay come together. 

Students will also be provided with articles and interviews from industry magazines and 
websites. 

Participation 

Students are expected to engage with all of the materials presented in the modules and 
respond to prompts and questions the instructor issues. 

Offering Feedback 

The instructor will offer detailed feedback on assignments submitted within the posted 
deadline.



Course Schedule 

Week One: 

• Analyze selected games 
• Voice casting 
• Creating a memorable and engaging game experience 
• Differences between voice in video games and other media 

Week Two: 

• Dialogue in other media 
• Assignment: Using a provided scenario (genre, setting, characters) write a 2x page scene 

between two characters 
 

Week Three: 

• Branching & Non-Branching Dialogue: process and examples of creating a speech matrix 
• Speech Banks: suggested template and process 
• Assignment: from a provided cast of 7x characters  - write 5x lines for each speech category 

listed 
 

Week Four: 

• Branching & Non-Branching Dialogue: process and examples of creating a speech matrix 
• Speech Banks: suggested template and process 
• Assignment: from a provided cast of 7x characters  - write 5x lines for each speech category 

listed 
 

Week Five: 

• Dialogue +Gameplay Scenarios: review provided samples of effective and non-effective dialogue 
in select video games, instructor will provide notes on each sample 

• Effective and non-effective dialogue in gameplay 
• Assignment: using a provided gameplay scenario (a character arming a bomb), write the 

character telling a joke 
 

Week Six: 

• Assignment: write a four page, linear script:  
o Gameplay: main characters interact with secondary characters, create speech banks 
o Cinematic: main characters discussing the mission before them, personality traits 

revealed 
o Gameplay: one character arms a bomb while telling a joke to the other, rewrite/polish 
o Cinematic: main characters sitting before an officer explaining the mission’s outcome 

 


